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Abstract: Visualization is an essential tool for analysis of data and communication of findings in
the sciences, and the Earth System Science (ESS) are no exception. However, within ESS specialized
visualization requirements and data models — particularly for those data arising from numerical
models — often make general-purpose visualization packages difficult, if not impossible, to effectively
use. This paper presents VAPOR: a domain-specific visualization package that targets the specialized
needs of ESS modelers, particularly those working in research settings where highly interactive
exploratory visualization is beneficial. We s pecifically de scribe VA POR’s ab ility to ha ndle ESS
simulation data from a wide variety of numerical models, as well as a multi-resolution representation
that enables interactive visualization on very large data while using only commodity computing
resources. We also describe VAPOR’s visualization capabilities, paying particular attention to features
for geo-referenced data and advanced rendering algorithms suitable for time-varying, 3D data.
Finally, we illustrate VAPOR’s utility in the study of a numerically simulated tornado. Our results
demonstrate both ease-of-use and the rich capabilities of VAPOR in such a use case.
Keywords: Scientific Visualization, Interactive Data A nalysis, Support for Earth System Science,
Cross-Platform Application

1. Introduction
In the past two to three decades computational modeling has emerged as such an important
approach for scientific discovery that numerical simulation is considered by many as a third pillar
of science [1]. Coupled with the increasing application of computational modeling in the sciences is
the surging need for analyzing the enormous amount of data it generates. Scientific visualization is
an intuitive yet powerful approach to explore, analyze, and present large and complex data, and is
thus considered to be critical to the understanding of simulation outputs [2]. Elementary visualization
methods such as line plotting, contouring, color mapping, and scatter plots are fundamental to
scientific workflows and examples of such are found in nearly every scientific journal article. Yet these
basic techniques are limited in their ability to convey information and provide insight in the face of
increasing data size and complexity, particularly for data with three spatial dimensions (3D).
Largely because of the challenges posed by 3D data a vibrant visualization research community
exists and is continuously evaluating and innovating new methods for exploring large and complex
data. The most successful of these “advanced” techniques are often deployed in software packages
either as stand-alone tools, or as part of a menu of selectable visualization algorithms within an
application. Two representatives of such software packages are VisIt [3] and ParaView [4]. Both have
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), making them well-suited for interactive exploratory work. However,
though general purpose and highly capable, these tools face unique challenges posed by ESS, such
as: 1) lack of support for geo-referenced information, 2) inability to effectively handle large data on
commodity hardware, and 3) lack of support for the unique visualization requirements found in ESS.
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On the other hand, software packages designed specifically for visualizing ESS data exist as
well. But most of these are implemented as a collection or library of functions exposed to the user via
interpretive languages, through the command line interface (CLI). In other words, they have limited
interactivity.
To fill the gap between highly interactive, general purpose visualization packages, and
domain-focused, but batch-oriented ones, the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
developed and first released the VAPOR package in 2007. VAPOR combines many of the specialized
functionalities required by ESS data visualization with the interactivity and ease of use enabled by
a GUI. Moreover, through the use of a clever data model VAPOR users are able employ ubiquitous
commodity computing to operate on data whose size would otherwise overwhelm such meager
computing resources. After nearly a decade of use by thousands of ESS researchers worldwide NCAR
embarked on a new development effort to produce the third major release of the VAPOR package. The
resulting product, VAPOR version three, addresses shortcomings of the previous releases with three
major improvements:
1. A more flexible data model that supports operating directly on the somewhat specialized
computational grids widely used in ESS;
2. A cleaner software architecture that facilitates extensibility of new functionalities; and
3. A more organized user interface that is easier and more intuitive to use.

60

This paper reflects the state of VAPOR version three, and references to the past VAPOR releases can be
found in previous publications [5,6]. The rest of this paper is organized as the follows: after covering
related work in Section 2, Section 3 provides an architectural overview of VAPOR. Section 4 and 5
highlight a few unique capabilities of VAPOR that are beneficial to ESS researchers. Section 6 describes
a use case where VAPOR is used to facilitate analyzing a large scale tornado simulation, and provide
key insights into the data. After discussing our design choices and future work in Section 7, we
conclude this paper in Section 8.
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2. Related Work
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We survey software products related to VAPOR in this section. Section 2.1 surveys visualization
tools for general purpose scientific data analysis, while Section 2.2 surveys visualization and analysis
tools designed specifically for ESS data.
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2.1. General Purpose Scientific Visualization Software
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Early scientific visualization software were mostly developed for specific systems and application
environments, limiting both their portability and generality [7–9]. More general-purpose software
started to emerge in the 1990s, with the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [10] being a representative.
VTK implements a collection of commonly used visualization algorithms in standard C++, and its
object-oriented nature greatly facilitates building entire end-user visualization systems on top of it. GUI
based, general purpose visualization software started to emerge in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s with
VisIt [3] and ParaView [4] being some of the longest lived examples. Both VisIt and ParaView are built
on top of VTK. The GUI-based nature of these tools enables quick and easy parameter manipulation
needed for interactive data exploration. Moreover, the GUI alleviates the need for programming
experience, making visualization accessible to the widest scientific community. A key feature of both
VisIt and ParaView is that they support distributed-memory parallelism, and are thus capable of
operating across multiple compute nodes to process very large data sets.
A recent trend in scientific visualization software development, that is ironically reminiscent of
the past, is the emergence of hardware vendor specific toolkits, such as OSPRay [11] from Intel and
IndeX [12] from Nvidia. These toolkits are heavily optimized for each vendors’ particular hardware,
and are claimed to deliver some of the best performance in terms of speed ever reported. These toolkits
offer only a small subset of the capability of VTK, providing only highly optimized and specialized
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algorithms aimed primarily at volumetric data. Like VTK, they are not intended for use by scientific
end-users, but for software developers to use them as building blocks to produce highly performant
tools.
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2.2. Earth System Data Analysis Tools
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A large variety of open source software packages that specifically target the atmospheric and
related sciences are in wide spread use today. These tools can be loosely categorized into two groups
based on their user interfaces: batch tools or scripting languages invoked from the command line
interface (CLI), and interactive tools with graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The former are more widely
used in the earth sciences, particularly in settings where the data are either two dimensional in space,
or where the user already has a good sense of how to configure the various visualization parameters
(e.g., color maps, contour line values, and region-of-interest) that will determine the resulting images.
An example of such a domain where batch tools are predominantly employed is operational weather
forecasting. Domains where the data are three dimensional or the visualization settings are not known
in advance (e.g., meteorological research environments) are often better served by more interactive
tools whose operation is controlled via a GUI.
One of the most widely used batch tools is the venerable NCAR Command Language (NCL),
which provides a domain-specific scripting language, and boasts hundreds of highly specialized
analysis and visualization functions for climate, weather, and ocean data [13]. Increasingly, batch
tools are being developed and made available within the Python ecosystem. A short list of examples
include: CDAT [14], MetPy [15], and Iris [16]. While these tools share a common control language,
ease of interoperability is far from assured. The recent Pangeo effort [17] is an attempt to identify
and encourage development of scalable Python tools for the earth sciences that play well together by
leveraging some common building blocks, notably Xarray [18] and Dask [19].
Perhaps due in part to their complexity and corresponding increased development cost, and in
part to lack of user demand, fewer GUI based tools targeting the atmospheric sciences exist. Vis5D [20]
was a pioneer in interactively visualizing 5D grid data (three spatial dimensions, one temporal, and
one variable) such as those from numerical weather models. It supported a number of what were
considered advanced 3D visualization techniques at the time, but unfortunately ceased development in
2001. Met.3D [21], developed by the University of Hamburg, supports data encoded as CF-compliant
NetCDF files or ECMWF GRIB files, and provides general purpose 3D visualization methods. Met.3D’s
niche, however, is its support for analyzing ensemble data using some of the most recently reported
ensemble data analysis methods. McIDAS-V [22] is another interactive, 3D visualization tool for the
earth sciences. In addition to its ability to operate on gridded data, McIDAS’s real strength is support
for geo-referenced data from observational sources, particularly satellite data. Similar to McIDAS —
and even sharing the same underlying software framework — is the Interactive Data Viewer (IDV) [23],
developed by Unidata. Like McIDAS, IDV supports both gridded and observational earth sciences
data, and is capable of simultaneously combining the two.
An extensive survey of current and past batch and interactive tools can be found in the recent
work by [24].
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3. Overview of VAPOR
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3.1. Capabilities for Earth System Science
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Though possessing many of the same features commonly found in more general purpose
interactive visualization packages, such as VisIt and ParaView, VAPOR’s strength as a tool for
ESS analysis are its features that are tailored specifically towards ESS needs. We list some of these
capabilities in brief here, and describe a subset in more detail throughout the rest of this paper.
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Figure 1. VAPOR software component diagram. The Control Executive marshals data and commands
between the User Interface, and the other three primary components: Data Manager, Renderers, and
Data Operators.
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• Geo-referenced data and image files: VAPOR understands geo-referenced data and is able to
combine geo-referenced data from multiple sources: VAPOR can visualize and display them in
the scene with correct registration. Moreover, geo-referenced coordinates may undergo mapping
projections using a number of supported map projection types.
• Vertical coordinate systems: In addition to geo-referenced horizontal coordinates VAPOR
supports many of the vertical coordinate systems defined by the CF conventions (e.g. sigma,
s-coordinates, and hybrid sigma).
• File formats: VAPOR knows how to read many of the file formats and model outputs commonly
used in ESS. Most notably VAPOR understands WRF-ARW, MPAS, and CF-compliant NetCDF
files.
• Grid types: VAPOR supports computational meshes typical of the ESS, such as layered
curvilinear grids, layered unstructured grids, and Arakawa grids. Computational intensive
visualization algorithms (e.g., direct volume rendering) are also optimized for these grid types.
• Missing data: VAPOR understands missing data values that are commonly seen in ESS. For
example, in ocean models employing lat-lon grids missing value flags are often used where the
computational mesh intersects land masses.
3.2. Software Architecture
VAPOR is a desktop application implemented in C++. The main software components are
depicted in Figure 1. Currently, the user interacts with VAPOR though a GUI, which is implemented
using Qt: a platform-portable GUI toolkit that enables a common user interface across three major
operating systems (macOS, Linux, and Windows). A scripting interface (most likely Python) is planned
for the future, as is a web interface. The user interface, whether a GUI or a script, communicates user
requests to a control executive, which interacts with the remaining three major components of VAPOR:
• Data Manager: the component that holds the underlying data, hides file formats and
computational grid details, and provides unified data access to the rest of the application;
• Operators: a collection of functions that perform calculations on the data prior to rendering; and
• Renders: a collection of C++ class objects that implement various 2D and 3D visualization
algorithms (e.g., contour lines, isosurfaces, volume rendering, and wind barb plots).
3.3. Data Manager
The Data Manager is responsible for reading gridded data (heretofore referred to as "variables")
from a file or files (or possibly a data service), and making these variables available, along with any
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metadata, to the rest of the application. The Data Manager presents an abstract representation of
gridded data that hides the underlying storage details and to a large degree hides details about the
computational grid itself. Clients of the Data Manager, in general, need not be concerned about the
grid’s topology (structured or unstructured), geometry (e.g., rectilinear and curvilinear), or VAPOR
specific properties (multi-resolution and lossy compression). Other components in the application can
query the Data Manager for a list of variable names available in the data collection, the names of the
coordinate variables associated with each data variable, the number of time steps present, and so on. In
addition to metadata, the Data Manager also satisfies requests to access a named variable at a specific
time step and region in space. Variables returned by the Data Manager are not simple arrays of floating
point values, but C++ class objects that support a wide variety of operations to facilitate visualization,
such as: returning the interpolated value of a point in space, or returning the user coordinates for a
node in the mesh.
Since analysis and visualization are often I/O bound operations the Data Manager takes
steps to minimize I/O costs. Principle among these is to store variables as they are accessed in a
memory-resident Least Recently Used (LRU) cache. Subsequent accesses to a variable that is currently
in cache will avoid disk reads. The size of the cache is controlled by the user, and may be as large as
the operating system of the host platform will allow.
Currently the Data Manager is capable of reading a number of commonly used ESS file formats
such as CF-compliant NetCDF [25], WRF-ARW [26], MPAS-A [27] and MPAS-O [28]. Additionally, the
Data Manager can read VAPOR Data Collection (VDC) with multi-resolution and lossy compression
properties. Details of the VDC are discussed in Section 4.
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3.4. Operators
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VAPOR supports both built-in and user-defined data operators. The former is primarily concerned
with transforming mesh coordinate variables. For example, applying projections to map horizontal
geographical coordinate systems into “meters-on-the-ground” projected coordinates, or transforming
one of the many vertical coordinate systems used in ESS to units of height above (or below) the earth’s
surface. In addition to built-in operators VAPOR offers an embedded Python interpreter. Variables
may be passed to the interpreter as NumPy arrays, operated on by user-defined Python scripts, and
returned to the application as a derived quantity. For example, the user might define a Python script to
derive vorticity from the components of velocity.
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3.5. Renderers
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VAPOR implements a suite of 2D and 3D visualization algorithms as “renderers,” some of which
are very basic (e.g. line contouring), while others are quite advanced (e.g direct volume rendering).
In many cases visualization algorithms are comprised of two steps: mapping numerical data into a
collection of some form of displayable graphical primitives, and the rendering of those primitives
to an image. The latter operation, rendering, is performed using the platform-portable OpenGL 3D
rendering library, which is highly optimized for performance and able to take advantage of ubiquitous
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) hardware. While VAPOR is capable of running on systems lacking
hardware accelerated graphics, best performance is achieved when some form of hardware graphics
acceleration is present. Section 5 provides more information on the renderers available in VAPOR.
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3.6. Extensibility
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VAPOR is an open development package, thus any aspect of the code might be enhanced by the
user community. However, the architecture of VAPOR is designed to facilitate three specific forms
of extension: 1) addition of new user interfaces; 2) addition of new data readers; and 3) addition
(or enhancement) of new (existing) visualization renderers. This goal is achieved via reusable GUI
elements and well defined procedures for such operations.
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230

The addition of new GUI elements is facilitated with a collection of composite Qt widgets which
implement controls for the most common functionalities of VAPOR. Examples of these controls include
variable selectors, transfer function editors, and geometry boundary editors. These composite widgets
comprise proper primitive Qt widgets to provide desired controls, and also use consistent layout and
size policies to provide a uniform look. The author of a new user interface is then able to reuse these
composite widgets in a plug and play fashion.
For the addition of new data readers, let us consider a scenario where a new data importer is
needed to support a new data format. This is relatively easy with VAPOR’s C++ object-oriented
implementation, and involves only deriving a single data reader class object from an existing interface
class. An interface class specifies the functions a derived class will need to implement. For example,
a data reader derived class must implement a C++ method (function) that returns a list of all of the
variable names contained in a data set. Similarly, the derived data reader class will need to implement
a function that will read a hyper-slice of data for a specified variable and return the data as an array of
floating point values. As a reference, the source file for reading WRF-ARW data is approximately 1,000
lines of code.
For the addition of new visualization renderers, let us consider a scenario where a new renderer
is required to support a novel rendering technique. This is a more complex extension, since it involves
both the Renderer and GUI components. The basic steps involve: 1) implementing the actual rendering
algorithm, which will operate on data returned from the Data Manager, and producing a rendering by
making appropriate calls to OpenGL; and 2) creating the corresponding user interface to expose and
control the various rendering parameters required by the new renderer. As with the previous case, in
both of these steps the minimally required programming interface is already defined via C++ interface
classes, and the implementer need only author the new classes using the interface classes as a recipe.
The renderer author will also need to provide a new user interface to support control parameters that
are generic (e.g., variable selection) as well as specific to the new renderer. This step again is simplified
by making use of the reusable composite Qt widgets.
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4. VAPOR Data Collection
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Maintaining interactive performance while visualizing and analyzing high resolution simulation
data is a challenging task. Storage capacity, bandwidth, and computational requirements may all limit
the rate at which data can be processed and displayed to the screen. One approach for addressing
this challenge is the use of progressive data access: reduced-size approximations of the data are used for
quick-look, exploratory work, and then subsequently refined with more accurate data representations
to produce a final rendering or analysis.
A straightforward way to support progressive data access that is widely employed by digital
mapping technologies such as GoogleMapsTM is multi-resolution: coarsened imagery (data) is
transmitted and displayed when the viewpoint is far away, and continuously refined as the user
zooms in on a region of interest.
Most commonly, multi-resolution representations are simply a hierarchy of approximations
created by successively coarsening the original gridded data, reducing the number of grid points along
each dimension by a factor of 2 with each pass. There are a number of ways to generate multi-resolution
data representations. Sampling the original data points and storing them separately as lower resolution
versions is perhaps the simplest one. However, this strategy incurs storage overhead from maintaining
separate versions of the data. Space filling curves (e.g., Z-curves [29] and Hilbert curves [30]) offer a
way to sample and organize the data without incurring storage overhead. While they do not increase
storage, the quality of the coarsened approximations resulting from sampling can be quite poor.
A method for achieving higher quality approximations without additional storage is through
the use of discrete wavelet transforms [31,32]. Much like discrete Fourier transforms that map data
between physical and frequency space, wavelet transforms map data from physical space into a
collection of output coefficients (i.e., “wavelet coefficients”) that live in the wavelet domain. The wavelet
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transforms are reversible and exact reconstruction of the original data is possible up to floating point
round off error. With a suitable choice of wavelet the number of wavelet coefficients will equal the
number of grid points, thus not changing storage requirements.
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4.1. Wavelet Transforms in VAPOR Data Collection
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Of interest to our discussion is the multi-resolution properties of wavelets, which permit
reconstruction of approximations of the original data at roughly power-of-two grid resolutions,
creating a hierarchy of data. Moreover, the reconstructed approximations are weighted averages
of neighboring samples, yielding higher quality approximations than sampling.
Many wavelets possess another property that is relevant to progressive data access, information
compaction, meaning that most of the information contained in a signal (or gridded data set) will be
contained in a small subset of the wavelet coefficients. A second form of progressive data access can
be realized by ordering the coefficients based on their information content and using only the most
important ones for reconstruction. This is often referred to as lossy compression, and similar techniques
are widely used in consumer products from JPEG images to streaming audios and videos.
Thus two forms of data reduction are possible with wavelets, each, however, with different
characteristics. On the one hand, multi-resolution yields a coarsened grid, reducing the computation
and memory cost of operations performed on the reconstructed data. On the other hand, lossy
compression has no bearing on grid resolution and subsequent costs of operating on the reconstructed
data. In other words, there is no benefit to compute or memory bound tasks.
VAPOR uses wavelet transforms in its VAPOR Data Collection (VDC) with the support for both
forms of progressive data access: multi-resolution and lossy compression. As a result, the VDC enables
interactive explorations of very large data with progressive data access. Essentially, the user is afforded
the ability to make speed/quality tradeoffs. In practice, VAPOR exposes both multi-resolution and
lossy compression controls in the GUI, enabling advanced users to fine tune different combinations of
these two parameters based on their knowledge of system bottlenecks. VAPOR also provides a simpler,
unified linear “fidelity” control that incorporates both controls ranging from the lowest fidelity (i.e.,
lowest resolution and maximum lossy compression) to the highest fidelity (i.e., original resolution and
no lossy compression).
We note that VDC is optional for the users: VAPOR can directly import popular data formats in
the ESS field (e.g., WRF and CF-Compliant NetCDF), or convert them to VDC format and then import
the VDC files. The conversion tools are packaged and distributed with VAPOR.
Finally, the general topic of scientific data reduction is a quite complex and active research area.
This survey [33] provides an overview of this topic.
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4.2. VDC Enabled Workflow
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The VDC format enables a unique workflow that is suited for data exploration, and follows
the Shneiderman’s information visualization mantra: “Overview first, zoom and filter, then
details-on-demand” [34].
Using this workflow, the users can start exploring a given large data set at lower fidelity levels.
This process can iterate rather rapidly until the user has located areas of interest in space and/or time,
selected viewpoints in the case of 3D data, and selected visualization techniques and their parameters
such as color maps, isovalues, etc.
The user can then increase the fidelity level to examine more details, and keep fine tuning the
visualization parameters. Once satisfied with various visualization parameters the user might select
the highest data fidelity to render final visualizations at the highest quality for purposes such as
publishing or verification of results found with lower fidelity data.
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4.3. Examining VDC performance
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Table 1. Test system specifications
CPU:

8 of 19

Intel Core-i7 (quad-core, 3.6 GHz)

308

To further explore and quantify the benefits of the
GPU:
Nvidia Geforce GTX 1060
VDC data format we report a few findings from an
Memory: 32 GB
evaluation of VDC performance using a commodity
OS:
Ubuntu 16.04
computing platform and a relatively large data set.
These tests are performed on a Linux desktop with specifications listed in Table 1. The test data
is one time step of vorticity magnitude from a Taylor Green turbulence simulation [35]. This data
set has 32-bit floating point values sampled on a regular grid with a resolution of 1, 0243 . Vorticity
was chosen for our analysis because it is particularly challenging for any data compression due to the
presence of many fine scale structures.
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4.3.1. Interactivity Improvement
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We first explore benefits to interactivity. When Table 2. Frames-per-second on different data
performing data analysis and visualization, interactivity resolutions (column) and 3D renderers (row).
is usually impacted by two operations: reading data from
Resolution 1283
2563
5123
10243
disk (I/O) and rendering (computation). With VDC the
Volume
25.15 20.88 4.42
0.26
former impact is mitigated by both forms of progressive
Isosurface
92.86 83.64 27.13 0.27
data access, while the latter is solely mitigated by lower
resolutions. The I/O impact, however, is difficult to measure in a consistent manner due to complex
caching mechanisms baked in to modern operating systems. As a result, here we will only provide
measures on the computational impact.
We use frames-per-second (FPS) to measure the interactivity, so higher FPS indicates better
interactivity. Two computational intensive 3D renderers are tested: direct volume rendering, and
isosurface rendering. For each resolution, we use similar rendering parameters so that the resulting
renderings look approximately the same, and then test the FPS with those parameters. Table 2 reports
test results, with each frame rate being averaged from twenty test runs. These numbers show that not
surprisingly lower resolutions effectively improve interactivity.
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4.3.2. Rendering Quality Impact
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Multi-resolution representations and lossy compression will of course negatively impact rendering
quality. Among these two factors, multi-resolutions have a significantly bigger impact for a given
amount of data reduction. We illustrate this impact with different renderings and provide a qualitative
evaluation; more quantitative analysis can be found in our previous work [36,37].
We use volume rendering to visualize the high-vorticity areas, which appear like worms or
filaments in a turbulent flow. Figure 2 highlights one such area that contains a few filaments (in
green). Given the original data resolution of 1, 0243 , renderings at 5123 still can identify and show the
basic shapes of filaments, while renderings at 2563 lose most details of the identified filaments. These
renderings also show results from lossy compression and that lossy compression does not degrade
renderings nearly as significantly as lower resolutions. Overall, many of the reduced data renderings
still contain sufficient information to establish visualization parameters and perhaps obtain a holistic
qualitative understanding of the data.
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4.3.3. Computational Impact
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This subsection reports the computational cost Table 3. Timing of VAPOR to prepare (Prep.) data
of performing wavelet transforms, both forward and into VDC format and reconstruct back to gridded
inverse. The forward transform is usually performed data of different resolutions.
only once to convert the original data into VDC format,
Prep.
Reconstruct
while the inverse transform is performed whenever
Resolution 10243
10243
5123
2563
VAPOR is retrieving data from disk. We remind the
Second
107.93
22.11
16.03 15.53
reader, however, that VAPOR’s Data Manager is able to
cache recently used data to avoid repeated reconstructions. Another difference is that the forward
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(a) Original Data

(b) res=1, 0243 , comp=100 : 1

(c) res=5123 , comp=10 : 1

(d) res=5123 , comp=100 : 1
(e) res=2563 , comp=10 : 1
(f) res=2563 , comp=500 : 1
Figure 2. Volume rendering of a high-vorticity area in a turbulent flow. Different subfigure are
generated using different versions of the same data. These versions differ in resolutions (res) and
lossy compression ratios (comp), as noted in subcaptions. Subfigure 2a represents the ground truth
rendering from the original data.

350

transforms are performed to prepare all resolution levels, incurring a fixed cost, while the inverse
transforms are performed for just enough iterations to retrieve a certain resolution level, incurring a
varying cost. Table 3 reports computational costs for preparing a VDC and reconstructing data from
the VDC format. Note that both operations are asymmetric in that reconstruction takes much less time.

351

4.3.4. Storage Impact

347
348
349

361

Lossy compression allows VAPOR to Table 4. Actual storage size and overhead in percentage of
use either a portion or all of wavelet VDC format at different lossy compression ratios. Overhead
coefficients to reconstruct an approximate or is compared against the target compression ratio.
faithful version of the original data. This
Orig.
VAPOR Format
capability, however, requires extra storage
Ratio
N/A
1:1
10 : 1
100 : 1 500 : 1
for coefficient addressing, resulting the fact
Size (MB)
4295
4617.1 751.64
75.17
15.04
that when targeting an X : 1 compression
Overhead
N/A
7.5%
75.0%
75.0%
75.1%
ratio by using X1 of all coefficients, the actual
storage size is more than X1 of the original data size. Table 4 reports this storage overhead at default
compression ratios when converted data is stored in VDC format.

362

5. Visualization Renderers

352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360

363
364
365

366

VAPOR provides visualization renderers for both two-dimensional and three-dimensional
data. The two-dimensional renderers in VAPOR are similar to corresponding renderers found in
batch-processing visualization packages (e.g., NCL); they include:
• Contour Render: calculates and renders a series of topographic style contours lines;
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Figure 3. A screenshot of VAPOR. The left panel shows the interface of a transfer function editor, and
the right panel shows a visualization of a simulation of 2009’s Hurricane Bill in the Atlantic. The
transfer function editor shows a color spectrum of blue to red, and an opacity mapping scheme (in
green line segments) with low opacity on both ends of the data range and higher opacity in the middle.
The transfer function editor also embeds a data histogram (in cyan) with an obvious spike at the very
left. The visualization is a volume rendering of the water vapor content (qvapor) of Bill on top of an
image rendering of the earth in the same region. The transfer function specified on the left is applied to
the volume rendering (but not image rendering) on the right.
367
368

• Barb Renderer: encodes field values as arrows in different directions and lengths; and
• 2D Data Renderer: maps data values from a two dimensional variable to different colors.

371

The rest of this section first provides an overview of common visualization controls that enable
users to manipulate renderer parameters in VAPOR GUI, and then describes three-dimensional
renderers, and the Image Renderer that is unique to VAPOR.

372

5.1. Common Visualization Controls

369
370

389

VAPOR’s visualization renderers use different algorithms for image rendering, but they share
a set of common controls in the VAPOR application. These common controls are presented using
reusable composite Qt widgets as discussed in Section 3.6, and their functionalities include selections
for variables, VDC data fidelity, geometry boundaries, affine transformations, annotations, and transfer
functions, etc. Among the common GUI components, the transfer function editor serves a critical role
in data exploration and the creation of informative visualizations, so we describe it in detail.
The transfer function editor allows users to define a pair of functions that maps data values
to color and opacity, respectively. To adjust color mapping, the user first chooses a color spectrum
(either from pre-installed ones or custom designs), and then designates a range of data values to be
covered by this color spectrum. To adjust opacity mapping, the user drag-and-drops control points
on a sequence of line segments, so the shape of these line segments represents variation of opacity
across the designated value range. Data values outside of the designated value range will receive
colors and opacity on the range boundaries. After achieving a satisfactory rendering, the user can save
the transfer function in a file for future use.
The VAPOR transfer function editor further augments user selections by embedding a data
histogram in it, so the users are always informed of the relative data frequency of each value, and can
assign color and opacity values accordingly. Figure 3 shows the interface of this widget.

390

5.2. Slice Renderer

373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388

391
392

A Slice Renderer operates on 3D variables. It performs two tasks: 1) extracting a 2D data
plane from the 3D data volume, and 2) displaying this plane by mapping data values to colors via a
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(a) A tomography style slice in perpendicular to the (b) A volume rendering of the vorticy magnitude
vortex core of a tornado, and a group of barbs showing showing the vortex core of a tornado, and a group of
the wind direction. The slice is of variable cloud liquid flow lines (in green) of velocity showing trajectories of
water (qcloud), and the barbs are of the wind velocity. particles being advected by the tornado.
Figure 4. Showcase of Slice and Barb Renderers (4a), and Volume and Flow Renderers (4b).

398

user-defined transfer function. The extracted 2D data plane is currently constrained to be aligned to
one of the three axes, providing a tomography style examination. Values on the plane are interpolated
from the volume using tri-linear interpolation. The Slice Renderer can interactively be positioned
and oriented, providing a simple, efficient, and intuitive way to examine volumetric data. Figure 4a
illustrates a slice rendered perpendicular to the vortex core of a tornado, showing the location of the
vortex core in red.

399

5.3. Direct Volume Renderer

393
394
395
396
397

400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417

418
419
420
421
422

The Direct Volume Renderer is the flagship renderer for 3D volumetric data. It is useful for both
exploring the data as well as close up examination of areas of interest. The Direct Volume Renderer
achieves this by enabling the users to “see through” the volume, and by rendering only “interesting”
areas in the 3D volume.
The Direct Volume Renderer mimics how human sees a semi-transparent 3D object. More
specifically, “rays” are emitted from the camera into the 3D volume, just like lines of sight from
human eyes. These rays keep traveling inside of the volume, sampling data values along the way, and
accumulating colors and opacity at those samples. A ray stops traveling when either 1) it leaves the
volume from the back, or 2) it becomes completely opaque after accumulating sufficient opacity. This
algorithm is often referred to as “ray casting” in the literature.
Using the transfer function editor, users usually assign opacity to only values of interest and leave
other values completely transparent, revealing features inside of a 3D volume. Often the renderings
resemble natural phenomena, such as a cloud or a tornado. For example, Figure 4b illustrates a volume
rendering of vorticity magnitude from a tornado simulation. With only high vorticity areas being
opaque, the vortex core of the tornado is clearly visible. Figure 3 illustrates a hurricane from volume
rendering. More discussion on volume rendering in general can be found in this textbook [38], and its
optical models in this paper [39].
VAPOR’s Direct Volume Renderer offers a few noteworthy characteristics:
• OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) implementation. GLSL is a low-level programming
interface for Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), which means it’s considerably more performant
than higher-level GPU programming paradigms. GLSL is also an open standard and enjoys
broad support from all major operating systems and GPU vendors, which means that this high
performance is portable across three major platforms (Linux, Windows, and macOS).
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434
435
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437
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439
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441

• Separate algorithms optimized for regular and curvilinear grids. VAPOR implements two ray
casting algorithms, one for regular and one for curvilinear grids. The algorithm for regular grids
takes advantage of the regular grid structure, achieving very high performance. The algorithm
for curvilinear grids adapts to the irregular geometry to produce correct renderings at the cost
of less performance. To the best of our knowledge, VAPOR is the only visualization package in
production use that supports curvilinear grids without expensive and error-prone resampling.
• Support for missing values. VAPOR understands missing values that are common in ESS data
sets, and does not include them in color and opacity integration during ray casting.
• Correct blending with other renderings. The semi-transparency in a volume rendering makes
displaying multiple rendering outputs difficult. VAPOR’s Direct Volume Renderer takes into
consideration the depth information of other renderings to correctly blend them together, so that
the semi-transparent areas of a volume rendering will not block renderings behind it.
• Fast rendering mode. Maintaining interactivity requires high rendering performance, usually
more than ten frames per second. VAPOR’s Direct Volume Renderer implements a “fast
rendering” mode to accommodate this requirement. More specifically, a degraded rendering is
produced during scene navigation (rotation, zoom, etc.), and a normal rendering is produces upon
the completion of a sequence (e.g., when the scene rotation finishes). Fast rendering improves
overall interactivity for compute intensive operations such as volume rendering.
5.4. Isosurface Renderer

453

The Isosurface Renderer displays one or more surfaces in a 3D volume where the field exhibits
a user-specified isovalue. Conceptually it is the 3D generalization of 2D contour lines, representing
points of a constant value within a region of space.
Isosurfaces in VAPOR are computed and rendered using the same basic machinery as direct
volume rendering. The only difference is that a ray accumulates opacity only at isovalue locations,
instead of integrating opacity along the entire ray. Isosurfaces allow examination of the volume in a
more quantitative fashion than volume rendering, e.g., when one is interested in a specific data value.
Another advantage of isosurfaces is the ability to color map a secondary variable on the isosurface,
enabling the examination of two variables simultaneously. Finally, sharing the same code base in GLSL
with the Direct Volume Renderer, the Isosurface Renderer has the same portable performance across
platforms, flexible algorithm choices for regular and curvilinear grids, and support for fast rendering
mode.

454

5.5. Flow Renderer

442
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444
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452
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464

465
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467
468
469
470

The Flow Renderer performs particle advection, and then renders the resulting trajectories. In
the advection step, the user first specifies a three dimensional vector field, which is often velocity or
magnetic. The user then specifies particle advection locations in both time and space, along with an
advection stopping criterion. VAPOR treats these particles as massless, and uses a Runge-Kutta fourth
order method to perform advection on each particle, until the stopping criterion is met. The particle
trajectories are rendered in the scene, with optional specifications such as rendering their partial or full
lengths, and coloring the trajectories based on a certain property. Figure 4b illustrates flow rendering
in a tornado simulation: particles were placed on the ground, and can be seen to swirl around and
move up the tornado.
VAPOR’s Flow Renderer supports a number of optional control parameters:
• Steady or unsteady fields: The vector field can be steady (constant over time) or unsteady
(varying with time) for particle advection.
• Seed placement: Starting particle advection locations can be pragmatically determined or be
specified by the user using a list of seeding points. When seeds are pragmatically placed, the
placement can be uniform or randomly distributed within a user specified region. Moreover, the
random placement can be biased towards a selected variable’s value.
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479

• Advection direction: For steady fields the particle advection direction can be forward, backward,
or bi-directional.
• Stopping criteria: The advection can be terminated based on a number of criteria such as leaving
the domain, after a specified length of time, etc.
• Coloring scheme: Advection trajectories can be colored by different schemes such as another
variable or the length of the trajectory.
• Save trajectories: Advection trajectories can be saved to a text file with the location and property
values at each advection step.
5.6. Image Renderer

489

VAPOR can import GeoTIFF raster image files containing geo-referencing information, and
display the image in the same coordinate space as any geo-referenced data loaded into the application.
The imagery and data will be correctly positioned within the scene. Figure 3 illustrates a volume
rendering of a hurricane on top of a geo-referenced map. VAPOR includes a set of high resolution
(500m) global raster image maps from NASA’s Blue Marble Next Generation project [40]. However,
any image with proper geo-referencing information can be imported into VAPOR and displayed in the
correct location. In fact, the image need not necessarily be a map; data plotted with another tool and
stored as a GeoTIFF can be imported just as easily. Finally, with some limitations VAPOR can export
the rendered scene as a GeoTIFF that can then be imported into any tool that understands GeoTIFF
imagery (e.g., GoogleEarth).

490

6. Use Case

491

6.1. Background

480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488

510

VAPOR version two was an invaluable resource for the visualization and analysis of
tornado-producing thunderstorms in prior work [41]. Experiences with VAPOR version two in
this research has driven some of the refactoring approaches for the VAPOR version three code. Below
we present a case study conducted by co-author Orf with VAPOR version three in recent simulations
of tornado producing thunderstorms at extremely high resolution.
In prior work [41], results from a breakthrough simulation of a violently tornadic supercell was
presented. A newly discovered feature dubbed the streamwise vorticity current (SVC) was identified.
The SVC is a helical tube of vorticity that begins with a primarily horizontal orientation that, over time,
becomes more intense as it is tilted and drawn into the base of a strengthening thunderstorm updraft.
The identification of the SVC was made with VAPOR version two utilizing its volume rendering
capabilities (see Figure 5). The scientific significance of this feature is reflected in the fact that an entire
NSF sponsored field program recently was launched to detect it and other similar features in the
atmosphere [42].
One of the issues that provided friction for research use of VAPOR version two was the
requirement that all data be converted into the VDC format. CM1 output data in this research is
saved in HDF5 format, spread amongst many files in a format the authors call LOFS. LOFS data was
converted to a series of NetCDF files, each containing several 2D and 3D fields for a given model time.
This was followed by the conversion of the NetCDF files to the VDC format, making data import an
unwieldy two-step process.
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6.2. Sources of Data for Current Use Case
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One of the notable features of VAPOR version three is its ability to natively read CF-compliant
NetCDF data [25]. In our current use case, CF-compliant NetCDF files from a thunderstorm simulation
are imported directly into VAPOR. In order to create CF-compliant data, modifications to the code
that converts LOFS to NetCDF were made in order to provide metadata required by VAPOR, such
as the Cartesian coordinates of the mesh scaffolding the data. Following these simple modifications
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Figure 5. VAPOR version two volume rendering of the 3D vorticity field and air trajectories calculated
using the unsteady flow option from a simulation conducted in year 2014. The tube of vorticity that is
embedded with trajectories was dubbed the streamwise vorticity current and is a feature of significant
interest in the field of mesoscale meteorology.
517
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530
531
532

to the LOFS conversion code, CF-compliant NetCDF files were created in a single-step process from
LOFS data, saving both time and disk space as compared to the two-step process required in previous
work. An additional advantage to the current approach is that CF-compliant NetCDF is a standardized
format, so a single set of NetCDF files can be natively read by many useful analysis and visualization
tools without any further conversions.
In the current use case, unprecedented high resolution simulations of a tornado-producing
thunderstorm needed to be visualized for presentation at an upcoming conference. The simulation,
still unfinished at the time of the conference, utilized most of the Blue Water supercomputer, spanning
over 1/4 trillion grid zones. Our goal was to present stills and animations that included the evolution
of a devastatingly strong multiple vortex tornado that formed within the simulated thunderstorm.
Because the region involving the tornado is a small fraction of the full model domain, NetCDF
files spanning only a subdomain were created. The visualization domain for the images shown in
Figure 6 span 501 × 501 × 301 grid volumes 1 . The images in Figure 6 are a tiny sampling of the
total number of images created in this use case. For each of the images shown in this figure, several
hundred model times, saved in 1 second intervals, were generated, in order to facilitate the creation of
animations. The following process was followed for creating a sequence of images in time:
1. Convert the whole LOFS data to disposable NetCDF files containing 2D horizontal data that are
then viewed by the slice viewer ncview in order to choose the subdomain bounds desired for the
CF-compliant NetCDF files to be input into VAPOR.
2. Using the same conversion program, convert LOFS data to CF-compliant NetCDF files spanning
the desired subdomain volume.

533
534
535
536
537

1

The full model simulation mesh contains 11, 200 × 11, 200 × 2000 cells, hence the visualization volume contains only 0.03%
of the volume spanned by the full simulation
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Figure 6. Imagery created with VAPOR version three of a 10m supercell simulation. (a) Volume
rendered cyclonic vertical vorticity, highlighting the 3D structure of the tornado shortly after formation.
The 2D surface field traces the maximum surface cyclonic vertical vorticity, providing a representation
of the tornado’s path. The view is following the tornado’s path. (b) As in (a), but later in the simulation
when the tornado exhibits a multiple vortex structure. (c) Volume rendered cloud mixing ratio, with
parameters chosen to present a quasi-photorealistic view of the cloud field. The 2D surface field traces
the minimum pressure found in the tornado’s path. (d) As in (a) and (b), but a different, wider view
and utilizing different opacity and colormap choices. The vortex to the left, which merges with the
tornado later in the simulation, is weaker than the nascent tornado as evidenced by the vortex’s more
transparent and darker visual presentation and path.
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3. Launch VAPOR on a Linux workstation, and then import the group of sequentially named
NetCDF files.
4. Choose from 2D fields the desired surface 2D pseudocolor plot (we chose the vorticity or pressure
trace at the surface that shows the path of the tornado and attendant suction vortices that leave a
cycloidal path).
5. In this use case, volume rendering was used for 3D visualization. For each desired sequence of
images, first select the colormap and opacity curves to achieve the desired visualization, and
then select the desired camera view.
6. Capture a sequence of images to PNG files. During this time, VAPOR steps through each time
and visualizes/saves images. This process took roughly one hour per sequence utilizing a
Radeon RX 580 graphics card.
7. Combine exported PNG files to a MP4 movie.

560

Each image in Figure 6 represents a different view that highlights features of a simulation that, to
our knowledge, contains the highest resolution supercell tornado ever simulated at the time this article
was drafted. The presentation of 2D surface swath data in conjunction with volume rendered fields
tells a compelling story, especially when animated, showing the path of dozens of subtornadic vortices
moving with the storm, some of which converge together towards a central point that ultimately
becomes the tornado. Such an information-rich presentation is instantly recognizable by domain
scientists including field researchers who study tornadoes, and such visualizations have resulted in
calling into question long-standing conceptual models involving tornado formation [43]. Further,
carefully crafted volume rendered visualizations involving the cloud and rain fields can easily be
compared to photogrammetric observational data of real storms [44,45], validating the numerical
model results.
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7. Discussion and Future Work
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In this section we discuss some of our our design choices in the development of VAPOR, and lay
out our immediate future work.
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7.1. Design Choice Discussion
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The software architecture described in Section 3 is a major design shift over past VAPOR releases,
and it has greatly reduced engineering effort and the chance of error during software development. A
more detailed discussion was presented in Section 3 (especially Section 3.6); we only summarize here
that it has received overwhelmingly positive feedback from the VAPOR development team.
The intensive use of modern OpenGL and its Shading Language (GLSL) is another big change
from past VAPOR releases. While OpenGL has been evolving for more than twenty-five years, its
release of version 3.3 has introduced such significant changes that version 3.3 and after are considered
modern OpenGL, while versions prior to 3.3 are considered classic OpenGL. Among others, one of
the most fundamental changes of modern OpenGL is that much of the computation from the classic
OpenGL rendering pipeline is now performed by programmable shaders, which are written in GLSL and
considered much more flexible and powerful.
VAPOR migrates its use of OpenGL from classic to modern (from version 2.3 to 4.1). This means
we have not only re-written much of the rendering code using GLSL, but also implemented new
algorithms that fits the programming model of GLSL (specifically the ray casting algorithm in volume
rendering and isosurface rendering). This decision turns out to be a double-edged sword. On the
one hand, the more flexible nature of GLSL enables rapid algorithm development and its unique
programming model effectively harnesses the massive parallelism on GPUs, delivering very high
performance. On the other hand, the reliability of GLSL programs heavily relies on the GPU drivers
from GPU vendors, which can vary wildly across operating systems and GPU series. According to our
tests, rendering failures are particularly more likely to occur with low-end GPU chips. These failures
hurt platform portability of VAPOR, but will hopefully improve as vendors continue to release new
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drivers. However, in the interim these rendering failures directly prompt one of our future work items:
the development of CPU-based rendering engines.

588

7.2. Future Work

586
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While VAPOR is funded and developed by NCAR, it remains an open-source project on Github
(https://github.com/NCAR/VAPOR) and embraces community involvement. This includes user
feedback, feature and functionality requests, and direct contributions to the code base. In other words,
users have the ability to steer the project. From the perspective of the VAPOR development team, we
plan to keep improving VAPOR in the following areas:
• More parallelism. VAPOR can benefit from more parallelism in many of its compute intensive
calculations. Given the trend of recent parallel computing development, language directive
based schemes, such as OpenACC and OpenMP, are probably the best options for VAPOR.
• CPU-based rendering engine. We plan to offer a CPU-based rendering engine as an alternative
to the current OpenGL based one, hoping to render more reliably on low-end systems. Vendor
optimized toolkits, such as OSPRay from Intel, may be a promising candidate.
• Dedicated offscreen rendering buffer. Currently VAPOR renders images to a window inside of
the application user interface, meaning that the dimension of the final rendering is difficult to
specify, and often limited by the monitor size. Dedicating an offscreen rendering buffer would
allow bigger and more flexible rendering dimensions.
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8. Conclusion
This paper has provided an overview of the latest iteration of VAPOR (version three), a
cross-platform visualization package for data exploration in earth system science. It is a GUI-based
desktop application that specifically provides ease of use in the ESS field with support for many
numerical models and visualization renderers. Its visualization strength especially lies in the capability
to render 3D volumetric data with a Direct Volume Renderer, Isosurface Renderer, and a Flow Renderer.
VAPOR also uses various techniques to improve user interactivity, including a hierarchical data
organization method and fast rendering modes in compute intensive rendering processes. Version
three of VAPOR has improved upon previous releases with a cleaner software architecture, more
organized user interface, and the capability to directly operate on computational grids commonly
used in ESS. These improvements are aimed at increasing software extensibility and encourage open
development from the ESS community. Finally, we demonstrate the usefulness of VAPOR by presenting
a use case where VAPOR is used to visualize a simulated tornado and drive scientific discoveries.
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